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So you want a better environment for riding.  How can you best achieve the change you want to see? 

Whether it is getting bike racks at your local school so your kids can ride, or getting the council to commit to 
a big budget for bike infrastructure, or changing transport policies, it is possible to create change. 

First, be really clear on what you are trying to achieve.  Then, be persistent, be constructive (whenever 
possible), work on understanding the real barriers and motivators.  Build as many allies as you can, 
including from unlikely quarters.  You may also need to be patient. 

To be successful you need to understand where the problem or barrier to the change really lies.  Is it policy, 
budget, motivation, legislation or lack of popular support?  Who is the decision maker and how can you best 
persuade them?  You will get much further if you can offer the help they need to deal with the barrier. 

Below is a framework you can use to help you plan how best to achieve your goal (the last page has a blank form).  
After that are some worked examples, starting with just getting bike parking at work and then examples of political 
change by a group.  Working in a group where you can benefit from a diversity of views and approaches is ideal. 

 

Successful Campaign Framework 

Goal What are you trying to achieve?  What will success look like?  How will you 
measure it?  Is it achievable?  Could be best to start small scale. 

Decision maker - who In whose power is the decision? Is it a council or state or national issue? At 
politician (policy or strategic direction) or officer (to carry out existing policy) 
level? Do they have a higher power that can be appealed to if necessary? 

Decision maker - how How will you reach and motivate the decision maker?  How can you make it in 
their interest?  What motivates them? 

Policy context What policies, standards, rules, plans exist that support (or hinder) your 
outcome?  Direct and indirect - that organisation, other levels of government, 
other influential bodies? (Eg, party policy even if at national not council level). 

Allies – who Who are your potential allies that might also have an interest in the outcome? 
Direct and indirect and oblique and obscure, even. 

Allies – how  How will you reach and motivate potential allies? 
Adversaries – who and how  Who might oppose your outcome? Why and what might be done to get them 

onside or weaken or mitigate their opposition? 
Tools and techniques How will you use media, social media, legal avenues, popular pressure, peer 

pressure and who can help you with those?  Can you use agitprop – stunts or 
theatrical elements that will get public and media attention? 

Precedents Has it been done elsewhere, or here already? What can you learn from 
previous attempts or successes? 

Team plan Who do you need on your core team, what skills do you need and what roles 
will they play? What tasks need to be achieved in what timeframes? 

Document Document your success.  Consider before and after photos or counts. 
 

Need to add extra information on  

- How to identify the decision maker / jurisdiction 
- ? 
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Example 1: Workplace cycling facilities 

Background: The city office block where I worked had no bike parking facilities, but I locked to a railing in a disused 
corner of the carpark, behind a fancy yellow sports car.  Until one day when I made an unfortunate comment about the 
car to its owner, who happened to be the building manager.  After that day, bikes were banned from the car park 
entirely.  (Lesson: always be careful what you say, you never know what powers they may have.)  My manager wasn’t 
happy about my new habit of storing my bike at my desk. 

Goal Installation of bike parking at workplace 
Decision maker - who Building Manager (now completely off side) 
Decision maker - how Find and convince someone with authority over the building manager – the 

company who owns the building 
Policy context Sustainability policy of the building owner (from their website) 
Allies – who The security staff, who I’d got to know and was friendly with. 
Allies – how  Security staff wanted to help and gave me the contact details for the building 

owner representative they dealt with.   
Adversaries – who and how  Building manager – seek to have him overruled by appealing to owner 
Tools and techniques Letter to building owner appealing to sustainability policy and benefit of 

providing well for building tenants. 
 

Result: the building owner’s representative turned out to be a bike commuter.  He instructed the building owner to 
build a secure bike parking cage in the basement.  The instructions also included a complete refit of the basement to 
provide a large shower and locker rooms (much better than the old cleaner’s shower in the car park I had used).  With 
the new facilities there was a growth in bike commuters – enough to need a second bike cage about a year later. 

Lessons: (1) diplomacy (build up good will with everyone you can, you never know who’ll be able to help); and (2) use 
every set back as a motivation and opportunity to take another step forward. 

Example 2: 

Background: 

Goal  
Decision maker - who  
Decision maker - how  
Policy context  
Allies – who  
Allies – how   
Adversaries – who and how   
Tools and techniques  
Precedents  
Team plan  
Document  
 

Result:  
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Example 3: Getting a bike path maintained 

Background: The Alexandra Canal cycleway was built in 2001 by RTA as part of the M5 East project after much pushing 
by MASSBUG (Marrickville-South Sydney Bicycle Group).  But it was never maintained and by 2004 was almost 
completely overgrown.  RTA and Botany Council both claimed it was the other that was responsible.  It was a stalemate. 

Goal To get the Alexandra Canal bike path maintained 
Decision maker - who RTA (now RMS) or Botany Council 
Decision maker - how Shaming 
Policy context Unclear policy on maintenance of state built cycleways 
Allies – who Users of the path 
Allies – how  With a sign and flyers on the path, enlisting support.  Fallback: media story. 
Adversaries – who and how  Finger pointing bureaucracies - persistence and pressure 
Tools and techniques Enlisting path users by flyers in a waterproof cover next to a sign 
 

Results: Patient and polite calls to both parties over an extended period to no avail.  But the threat of employing a 
private contractor and sending the bill to RTA got prompt action.  It would have made a great media story otherwise. 

        

  

APPALLED at the state of this cycleway? 

Botany Council and the RTA each claim the other has responsibility. 

Call them both on 9366 3666 and 9218 6816 to complain. 

Marrickville-South Sydney Bicycle Group (MASSBUG) is trying to get this resolved.  
Failing that we will organise a working bee and bill them both.  Contact us to 
register your interest in helping. 

massbug@massbug.org.au Voicemail: 9294 5900 www.massbug.org.au 
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Example 4: Hijacking a crowd to show support for cycling 

Background: In 2003 the former City of Sydney Council was hostile towards cycling and BikeSydney had found they 
were working on a bike plan.  In April Lord Mayor Lucy Turnbull hosted a City Talk, “Greening Sydney”, about green 
buildings with no mention of sustainable transport. 

Goal To show broad public support for a bike plan to the Lord Mayor and council. 
Policy context A bike plan was under development but expected to be poor. 
Allies – who An unsuspecting, but warm, crowd including dignitaries. 
Allies – how  Flourescent green lapel stickers affixed to City Talk attendees as they queued. 
Team plan A graphic designer (MichaelG) was asked to make a simple design to print on 

label paper, with text “Green Transport for Sydney”.  We hand coloured them 
with highlighter pens and Kelly, Megan, Elke and I handed them out to the 
crowd as they queued on Town Hall steps. 

 

Result: The audience interested in Greening Sydney were mostly enthusiastic when asked to wear a lapel sticker “to 
show their support for the bike plan council is developing” and all 400 stickers were used.  Nearly everyone the Lord 
Mayor spoke to that night would have been wearing a bike badge, including even VIPs such as the Governor of NSW, 
Marie Bashir.  It didn’t change the pathetic bike plan released just afterwards, but it was a step towards being seen as a 
more significant force, for the cost of a packet of label paper.  This was an early Australian pre-cursor to the All 
Powerful Bike Lobby (www.thebicyclestory.com/2013/12/the-all-powerful-bicycle-lobby/).  
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Example 5: Stop a road narrowing on Wilson Street “bicycle highway” 

Background: In 2002 an influential resident of Wilson Street had convinced South Sydney Council to widen footpaths by 
narrowing the street, which would leave just narrow “door zone” lanes on this well-used bike route. 

Goal Save Wilson Street from narrowing 
Decision maker – who South Sydney Council and traffic committee 
Decision maker – how With a strong and convincing submission covering the safety and other 

disbenefits and an alternative proposal supported by residents. 
Policy context Austroads guidelines (misquoted in the traffic committee report). 
Allies – who Residents and regular riders on Wilson Street. 
Allies – how  Intercept survey of riders and door-to-door survey of all residents. 
Adversaries – who and how  “Wilson Street Residents Group”- a negotiated compromise proposal. 

Documented that the Group was unrepresentative of the residents. 
Tools and techniques Two days were spent surveying every house to show that residents did not 

support the original proposal, with help from a flyer illustrating the options 
and issues.  Negotiations were held with the three residents in the “Group” to 
reach a compromise.  The compromise was supported by 87% of residents.  
Bicycle riders were surveyed to document their safety concerns with the 
proposal.  The misrepresentation of Austroads guidance was explained.  
Warnings of council’s potential liability in tort for injuries due to the 
circumstances of this proposal.  Warned of increased risk to pedestrians.  
Heritage issues were raised.  Researched the exact location of water pipes at 
Sydney Water offices and developed a solution that allowed utility access. 

Team plan Key members of MASSBUG (Marrickville-South Sydney Bicycle Group, now 
Bike Marrickville) met with residents, drew up alternate designs, designed and 
delivered surveys, and wrote a comprehensive submission, as well as 
encouraged other riders to email councillors. 

 

Result: Wilson Street is today still a bicycle highway, with 
the compromised narrowing implemented by council with 
kerb buildouts where needed to access Sydney Water 
pipes. 

Lessons: Collect and use data (surveys and counts) to 
support your case.  Use graphics to educate the public on 
the options.  Build alliances, even with your adversary. 
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Example 6: Reinstating a council cycling budget 

Background: In May 2000, Marrickville Council’s draft budget included just $20,000 for bicycle infrastructure, but as a 
“priority B” meaning it wouldn’t be funded at all.  Mayor Barry Cotter wanted to cancel the bike budget because it was 
“for an elite” and his fellow councillor said “bugger the bikes”. 

Goal Reinstate the bike budget 
Decision maker – who Mayor and Councillors 
Decision maker – how Public campaign and legislative requirements 
Policy context Councils are required to consult on draft budgets and must take public 

submissions into account in deciding the final budget. 
Allies – who Bicycle riders living in Marrickville Council area 
Allies – how  Via Bicycle NSW, wrote to all members in the area, asking for help. 
Adversaries – who and how  ALP councillors – overwhelm with public response. 
Tools and techniques Rallied supporters to write submissions, making the cycling budget by far the 

biggest issue raised by residents. 
Local media coverage. 
Strong presence of bicycle riders at council meeting. 
Spoke at council meeting – listing the benefits of council investing in cycling 
Legal obligation to respond to residents in deciding final budget. 
Sent a thank you card to all supporters – celebrated success. 

Team plan Great teamwork by MASSBUG members, supported by Bicycle NSW and other 
local riders.  Strengthened MASSBUG as a result. 

 

Result: Council voted to keep the bike budget despite the Mayor’s personal 
opposition.  Having learned how to have input into the annual budget process, 
MASSBUG put this to good use in subsequent years and as a result had success at 
building the budget over the years as well as giving constructive input into 
incorporating cycling into other areas of council operations.  

 

In addition, we followed up in 2002 with “Marrickville Council – Works for Bikes!” 
document – 16 pages of marked up photos 
showing all the access improvements, surface 
and drainage issues and other safety works we 
wanted done.  This was developed at a bike 
group workshop over a map, then a series of 
rides to investigate & document, plus 40 hours 
to put together the document.  We presented it 
to Council’s engineers, who gradually worked 
through all the improvements, using the roads 
maintenance budget (not the cycling budget). 
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Example 7: Alexandra Canal Masterplan 

Background: In 2000 the South Sydney Development Corporation (part of Department of Planning) developed a 
Masterplan for the Canal.  MASSBUG had been closely involved in its development and strongly supported the 
proposed cycleway.  The consultation on the draft was a chance to establish partnerships with many groups to raise 
their awareness of the benefits of cycling and garner their ongoing support for this and other cycling initiatives. 

Goal a) To show strong support for a cycleway along the canal 
b) To use the process to build allegiances and capacity in other organisations 

Decision maker – who South Sydney Development Corporation / lots of new partner organisations 
Decision maker – how Building a broad allegiance of support 
Policy context The submission references many planning, health, air quality and governance 

policies and reviews, local and international. 
Allies  A joint submission by MASSBUG, BikEast, BIKESydney, Bicycle NSW and UNSW 

Transport Program.  Discussions and supporting submissions from many other 
organisations and individuals, including health, planning, and ROCs (Region of 
Council organisations).  The contact list was many pages long. 

Adversaries – who and how  Political and organisational changes. 
Tools and techniques A comprehensive submission as a vehicle to build allegiances and capacity. 
Team plan Chloe led the submission writing and organisational networking and Bruce 

provided bicycle route network and mapping expertise.  Owen and I were 
involved in helping the development of the draft masterplan and, afterwards, 
detailed design of the cycleway, as well as political engagement. 

 

In 2003 the South Sydney Development Corporation lodged a DA 
with South Sydney Council to build a cycleway along the Alexandra 
Canal.  But shortly afterwards circumstances changed.  In April 2003 
the project’s political champion, the Planning Minister Andrew 
Refshauge, resigned.  South Sydney Council was amalgamated in 
2004 and the South Sydney Development Corporation was dissolved 
in 2005.  In June the City of Sydney Council said since the demise of 
SSDC, they didn’t know who the proponent was.  PlanningNSW  lost 
interest.  So although the project didn’t proceed as planned at that 
stage, the process of writing the submission and building alliances 
with other groups and individuals bore fruit for years afterwards.  
The cycleway may be completed over the next few years, finally. 
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Example 8: Removal of a road reserve 

Background: Marrickville Transport Action Group (MTAG, originally Marrickville Tunnel Action Group) was formed in 
2004 to oppose a proposal to build the “Marrickville Truck Tunnel” to connect Parramatta Road and St Peters near the 
airport.  The first public meeting succeeded in getting Marrickville Council to change their position to oppose the 
tunnel.  The focus then changed to removing the “Johnstons Creek Extension” arterial road widening reserve so that 
this couldn’t later be used to divide the community. 

Goal To get the NSW Government to lift the Johstons Creek Extension road 
reservation by 24th March 2006 (exactly one year before next election). 

Decision maker – who NSW Roads Minister 
Decision maker – how Via a vulnerable local MP for Marrickville, in lead up to election. 
Policy context Official denial of any plans for a road, but secret plans unearthed from RTA 

with a recent date. 
Allies – who Many local residents directly affected, impact on the value of their home 
Allies – how  Printed and letterboxed thousands and doorknocked corridor. 

Then public meetings, inviting experts and decision makers to speak.  Media. 
Adversaries – who and how  RTA road builders.  By politically overruling.  
Tools and techniques Letterboxing, doorknocking, public meetings (attended by 200), media, 

meetings with politicians. 
Precedents Johnstons Creek Road reserve in Glebe had been removed in the 70s (?) 
Team plan Committed small team met monthly 
 

Result: A week after our public meeting the local MP wrote to the Roads Minister asking for the road reserve to be 
lifted (below).  On 17 March 2006 (one week before the deadline we had set) the NSW Government announced it was 
lifting the road reserve on nearly all of the Johnstons Creek Extension, though not on Campbell Street.  This road 
reservation in Campbell Street is now being used to widen the road for the WestConnex project.  It cannot go further 
where the reserve is removed, thanks to our success. 
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Resources 
Using media 

- Local papers love local interest stories.  Do the work for them, including some good quotes from real people.  
Follow up with a call (but never “on deadline” when they are super busy) to tee up or offer a photo opportunity. 

- Social media done well is much more effective.  Ask a teenager or see the resources on The Commons website. 
- Flyers, posters, emails, newsletters and brochures have their place, too.  Find a friend with some design flair. 

Using legal avenues 
The Environmental Defenders Office or PIAC may be able to answer legal questions or refer you to a pro bono lawyer. 
Using volunteers 

- Volunteering Australia can connect you with volunteers - http://www.volunteeringaustralia.org/  
- MASSBUG once invited three graphic designers to respond to our brief for a t-shirt design.  We worked with the 

best response to refine it.  They benefited from another job in their portfolio and we got a great design. 

Letter writing 
Why would they care and want to help?  Make clear what is in it for them.  Would you respond to a ranting cyclist 
complaining or a concerned parent/spouse with clear requests?  Include a question/request for them to respond to. 

Writing submissions 
Make it easy for the recipient to classify and act on your recommendations (say what you support, and be very specific 
with your recommendations, eg. “to add the words ‘XXX will do YYY’ to point 8.3”) and relate each recommendation to 
the relevant point or section of the original document. 

Recommended further reading: 
- Working the System, A guide for citizens, consumers and communities, PIAC 
- The Book of Letters, Peter Breen 
- Getting to Yes, Roger Fisher and William Ury 

Note: you can access Australian Standards, Building Codes, ABS data and research journals for free at the state library. 

The Change Agency: www.thechangeagency.org/ - Campaigning Toolkit, recommended books, resources, training. 

Tactical Urbanism: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tactical_urbanism  

The Commons - https://thecommons.herokuapp.com/  
The Commons is a changemakers’ library. Campaign, activism and organising resources and insights from grassroots 
and leading progressive organisations across the globe, fostering best practice and innovative campaigning. 
See the Resources menu, How-to-Guides for info and videos on using social media, websites, managing volunteers, 
telling stories, building relationships, managing teams, etc. 

PIAC – Public Interest Advocacy Centre www.piac.asn.au/training/training-social-change/training-social-change  
Training courses for social change. 

Movement Action Plan: http://www.historyisaweapon.com/defcon1/moyermap.html  

 

Special thanks to 
- My husband Paul who makes all this possible with his enduring support and encouragement. 
- MASSBUG (Marrickville-South Sydney Bicycle Group, now Bike Marrickville) for being my training ground.  In particular to 

Natalie, Brenda, Ian & Bruce for all the knowledge, and Geoff for my first copy of Austroads. 
- Chloe, mentor who taught me submission writing and to be clear, always, on what I was trying to achieve. 
- Gabrielle, Jane, Claudine, Leah, Mary-Jane, Michelle, Roy, Peter, Chris, Bronwyn, Charlie, Rosemarie, Stephen, Russell, Jeni, 

Neil, Warren, Damon, Elaena, Andrew, Lyndall, Noel and many others who have taught me valuable and useful lessons, 
provided inspiration and gave me opportunities and to Lisa for a couple of invaluable introductions. 

- Alan and Harold, from whom I learned what not to do.  
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Project: _________________________________________________________________________ 

Goal  
What are you trying to achieve?  What 
will success look like?  How will you 
measure it? 

 

Decision maker – who 
In whose power is the decision? 
Council or state or national issue?  
Politician (policy or strategic direction) or 
officer (to carry out existing policy)? 
To whom are they accountable? 

 

Decision maker – how 
How will you reach and motivate the 
decision maker?  How can you make it in 
their interest?  What motivates them? 
Put yourself in their shoes. 

 

Policy context  
What policies, standards, rules, plans 
exist that support/hinder your outcome?  
Direct and indirect - other levels of 
government, other influential bodies?  

 

Allies – who 
Potential allies that might also have an 
interest in the outcome? Direct and 
indirect and oblique and obscure, even.  
Businesses? 

 

Allies – how  
How will you reach and motivate 
potential allies? 
 

 

Adversaries – who and how  
Who might oppose your outcome? Why 
and what might be done to get them 
onside or weaken or mitigate their 
opposition? 

 

Tools and techniques 
How will you use media, social media, 
legal avenues, popular pressure, peer 
pressure?Who can help you with those? 
Agitprop/stunts/media events? 

 

Precedents 
Has it been done before? What can you 
learn from previous attempts/successes? 

 

Team plan 
Who do you need on your core team, 
what skills do you need and what roles 
will they play? What tasks need to be 
achieved in what timeframes? 

 

Risks? 
 

 

Other notes 
 

 

Document success.  
Before/after photos and counts 

 

Clear vision, many allies, understand barriers, constructive approach, persistence and turn setbacks into opportunities! 


